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Surrounded to 

Catch the Tears

M. Miller 2009 

Oils on canvas 30 x 40 inches

THE QUIET TEACHER™

problem-solving and inspirational cards for drawing and painting
 ©Michelle Miller   art@michelle-miller.com

VALUE

Variation of light and dark within 
a colour is known as value. Value 
can give signi� cant de� nition 
and the sense of images being 
3-dimensional. In this work, the 
value creates volume that gives 
the look of a cave for the viewer  to 
stare into and investigate. Try using 
value in the colours of one shape to 
achieve a focus to the painting. 

‘Every man’s memory is 

his private literature.’ 

 ~ Aldous Huxley

Other stuff by MichKa Art Play

european and IndonesIan adult Workshops
For many years, Michelle and Kate have travelled to Europe and Asia to 
teach drawing and painting workshops to artists of all ages who come 
from around the globe. We draw, we paint, we take local sojourns, we eat 
well and live in comfortable accommodations. Come join us in a relaxed 
environment while learning more about your own personal relationship 
with art. Find out about our next travel dates and locations at  
www.ArtSchoolVictoria.com. You can also contact us personally:  
art@michelle-miller.com

the QuIet teacher Flashcards
These cards are a set of 21 problem-solving flashcards for the 
experienced and beginner artist. When you are at that point in your 
creative process where you need a little help, you randomly draw one of 
the flashcards. The suggestions and examples you’ll see will offer a new 
approach and help you move forward again. Order at MichKaArtPlay.com
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Exegesis

M. Miller 2009 

Oils and mixed media on canvas 61 x 60 inches
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problem-solving and inspirational cards for drawing and painting
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TEXTURE
If you are working on canvas, sewing embroidery 
thread is an interesting way to add an extra 
element of texture.  Allowing the stitches to be 
very obvious lends itself to the idea of ‘mending’, 
‘healing’, or even ‘connecting’.

‘Of all the arts, abstract painting is the most 

dif� cult. It demands that you know how to draw 

well, that you have a heightened sensitivity for 

composition and for colours, and that you be a 

true poet. The last is essential.’

             ~ Wassily Kandinsky

www.MichKaArtPlay.com



Why do we want to nuture  

creativity throughout our lives?

 

We believe the following ideas are just a few of the amazing 
benefits of having a creative mind… we’re sure you can come up 
with more of your own!

■ Creativity builds confidence which equals self-esteem and happiness

■ Creative thinkers are problem solvers which in turn equals innovative 
thinkers

■ Creativity is a non-verbal self-expression that crosses cultural borders

■ Creativity fills the soul with joy and possibilities

■ Lifelong art skills carry over into all other areas  
of one’s life, such as maths and sciences and  
human relationships

■ Creating art opens the door to your heart and  
imagination 

'Personality is 
everything in art 
and poetry.'

   ~ Goethe
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”It takes a long time to paint like a child.”  
     ~ picasso
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In Kate’s Words 

In Michelle’s Words

Art is my life. Drawing, painting and creating is 
PuRE JOY to me.

i am passionate about teaching art to children. i love 
their art. it’s expressive and free; teaching children 
inspires me. i want to draw and paint like them! i 
want to connect with that freedom they have.

if you watch a child draw or paint, they don’t care if 
the drawing is a little wonky, they don’t care if they 
go over the lines, they don’t care what colours they 
put down. And because of this, their drawings and 
paintings have so much energy and life!

Drawing, i have to admit, is my first love – it brings 
me so much joy to know that i can draw anything 
using the ABC’s of drawing. That’s why i encourage 
everyone and anyone to learn to draw. it’s very 
simple. it will enhance your art and increase life’s 
possibilities ten fold.

The goal for me is to inSPiRE everyone to play and 
create. Thus, this book series! So let’s go CREATE 
together!

  ~ Kate Carson,  
   2014

i’ve never wanted to do anything else in my life 
other than create art. Absolutely nothing makes me 
happier or makes me feel more complete. 

As a child, i was unbearably shy. in fact, my best 
friend’s brother called me Old Boring because 
i was afraid to speak or look at anyone and i’m 
certain i truly was boring to him at that time. But 
in my art, even at a young age, i felt confident. i 
gained more confidence as the years went by and 
i was constantly doing more and different kinds of 
art – from drawing/painting, to sculpture, weaving, 
photography and mixed media. 

i have wonderful memories of oil painting with my 
mom at the kitchen table and of art classes as a 
teenager at school with an excellent and qualified 
artist/instructor, Waine Ryzak. Waine opened my 
eyes to so much more than painting and drawing 
which at the time was my only world of art. i 
entered university and completed two degrees in 
art. i never would have envisioned myself being 
able to teach, but when i happened upon it by 

chance, i found i not only liked it but was extremely 
adept at it too. 

it started in 1996 when i was picking up my 9-year 
-old friend from school once a week to help her 
single mom out. We would go to the studio in my 
house to paint and draw. Each week she brought 
more friends until finally she just said – ‘Michelle, 
why don’t you just teach art for real?’

My passion and enthusiasm for sharing and inspiring 
what i have learned over the many years as an artist 
is fuelled by the desire to help people become who 
they are. Being creative makes me feel beautiful, 
intelligent and connected to something bigger than 
me. it is like a lover i cannot get enough of. 

i hope to show others how to find their creative 
hearts and voices, and leave their own Old Boring 
behind.

  ~ Michelle Miller, 
   2014



Testimonials

‘Alison has always expressed herself through art. Taking these art classes 

has exposed her to new ideas, styles and techniques which she has 

enthusiastically incorporated into the work she does outside of the studio. 

With this increased vocabulary for self-expression has come more self-

confidence; it has taught her new ways of expressing herself.’

    ~ Carolyn Hissen, mother of Alison Hissen, age 11

‘The classes have a creative impact on Owen and he will often sit and draw 

for a long period of time. The past spring, his school class visited the art 

gallery and his teacher commented on how much he knew about technique 

and styles… so he obviously listens!!

    ~ Glenn Barlow, father of Owen Barlow, age 7

‘Napier loves his art classes and it has been very valuable in developing his 

self-confidence. Playing with colour and new techniques in painting and 

drawing have been key in this development.’

    ~ Jody Levins, mother of napier Levins, age 6

‘The art lessons have been VERY valuable to Amelie! Amelie loves to come 

to her art classes. Her work is wonderful! She’s developed a real attachment 

to Kate. She is confident in regard to her art and life.’

    ~ Adam Bate, father of Amelie Bate, age 6

‘Avery has really grown as an artist and a person while taking these art 

classes. Over the past 2 years she has become so confident in her artistic 

and creative abilities and it seems to overflow into everyday life as well. 

We are constantly impressed with her uses of colour and blending and her 

creations are something she always takes a lot of pride in.

‘We have been so happy with the classes. Not only the techniques taught 

but because it is all done in an environment that encourages individuality 

and the creative process.’ 

    ~ Kerry Vaughan, mother of Avery Vaughan, age 8 
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We truly believe that creative thinkers will inherit the Earth because creativity 
promotes spontaneity and innovation. 

Some of the greatest gifts from human kind come from being creative and we 
want to share that gift with you and your child. We want to help you to become 
lifelong creative souls so that life continues to be rich and rewarding on many 
levels. 

We love kids art and we love teaching art to kids. We love the positive effects 
art has on the kids and ourselves in the process. Making art creates a positive 
and confident individual and atmosphere. This is something we all want and 
need at all ages.

‘All children make amazing art. Picasso has often confessed 

that he borrowed freely from the creations of children and 

always had their artwork hanging in his studios.’

     ~ Robert Burridge, contemporary artist

We also believe adults will love our MichKa Art Play book series. Everyone is 
creative but sometimes we forget or deny our own creativity. if you would like 
to try something new just for fun, then these books are for you. 

Every project is unique, creative and playful – nOT your typical ‘how to draw and 
paint’ book. So here is a chance for everyone to learn to play and have fun like 
they are 6 years old again while simultaneously learning how to draw and paint!

BE your own creative revolution because 

CREATiVE THinKERS WiLL inHERiT THE EARTH!

      ~ Michelle and Kate

This book  

is for all of us 

young and old who 

are kids at heart 

wanting to explore 

the creative  

spirit within.

Introduction
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To help each artist connect with their subject, we 
have also shared some fun facts. So not only will 
you be able to show your talents as an artist when 
you have completed the projects, but you will also 
sound like a genius!

VarIatIons and suggestIons
These projects encourage individual interpretation. 
We show you basic ways to draw and paint, 
then sometimes give suggestions on different 
compositions using a variety of media. Of course 
the different media variations can be used on 
any project. Add as many of your own ideas too 
because that’s what art is all about. The Variations 
and Suggestions section can be found on page 49.

Before you get started on the projects, let’s go 
through a few of the basics. 

LinE

Just like the alphabet has 26 
letters, there are really only 3 
different kinds of line. We refer 
to this as the ABC’s of Line.

 A. The straight line

 B. The curved line

 C. The angled line

The Elements of Art  

Line, Colour, Shape, Texture, Value

Here's How the Projects Work
Being creative allows each of us to simply express 
and be ourselves. When we produce a beautiful 
work of art, our confidence in ourselves grows, and 
grows, and grows.

Each project takes approximately 1 to 1.5 hours to 
complete. The projects have step-by-step guided 
instructions with samples of art to follow along. 
These instructions will take you from a blank white 
surface to a beautifully layered and interesting 
painting that is gallery worthy. Techniques are 
reinforced in each lesson. in some cases, there are 
suggestions on how you can add other elements 
and media to the project. 

You’ll find a full materials supply list on page 8 and 
more detail at the beginning of each project. Feel 
free to use whatever suits your creative inspirations.
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On the colour wheel you can find the 
opposite (complement) of a colour 
by drawing a straight l ine across. 
COMPLEMEnTARY COLOuRS are: 
red/green, Blue/orange, purple/yellow.

colour

PRiMARY COLOuRS are red, yellow, blue. These 
are the basic colours that you cannot mix from 
other colours. 

SECOnDARY COLOuRS are orange, green and 
purple. These are the colours you create when you 
mix two of the primary colours together. note that if 
you start with different versions of the primaries (ie: 
Cadmium red vs magenta), you will achieve different 
versions of secondaries. The example below uses 
two different yellow options.
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shape

To draw a shape, you start with a line. When that 
line travels around to meet itself where it started 
and becomes closed, VOILA! you have a shape! 

texture

Texture can be real or fake. By this we mean that 
a painting could have real texture with real bumps 
or scratches in it. You can also create fake texture 
by painting the look of those bumps or scratches. 
Smooth is also a type of texture.

Value

This is usually the trickiest of the elements to remember. 
Value is the variation of light and dark within a colour. 
You can make colours lighter by mixing in various 
amounts of white. Make them darker by adding a bit of 
black. But more interesting than adding black to make 
them darker, add a wee bit of the opposite colour. To 
make reds seem lighter adding white makes pink but 
adding yellow makes orange.
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Composition
Composition is the way in which you compose or 
divide up your paper (your surface). You do this by 
using the elements of art. Generally, we start with 
drawing lines to create shapes. 

placement oF your Images

When you are drawing your imagery, there are 
different things to remember…

a. avoid the exact centre – your image will be 
much more interesting if slightly off of centre.

b. contrast your shapes with large as well as 
small shapes.

c. to give your image the sense that it is on the 
ground, the horizontal line sits higher on the 
page as if it is behind the image.
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f. overlapping images gives drawings  
more interest and depth.

Scratching into 
wet paint creates 
texture, breaks the 
edge and creates 
thick and thin lines

This painting is strong 
on value: white, grey 
and black

d. fill the page with your image and break the 
edge of the paper, by taking your lines right off 
the edges.

e. vary the direction of your images – even 
varying the direction of the apple stem gives 
the painting more excitement.

contrast 
Is Very Important

We cannot stress this enough. 
Often when people are 
working on their paintings or 
drawings, they have problems 
understanding why the art is not 
‘working’. A simple checklist of 
opposites in the elements of art 
is usually all it takes to know 
how to fix the problem. 

a. contrast of line – thick and 
thin, curvy and straight.

b. contrast of shape – large and 
small, angled and rounded.

c. contrast of texture – smooth 
and bumpy, lots of scratches 
and no scratches.

d. contrast of value – lighter  
blues and darker blues for  
example.

BreakIng the edge
Be sure to take some of your lines right 
off the edge of the surface. The lines 
will operate like little roads leading 
you to enter and exit the composition. 

repetItIon
Repeating a shape even if in different 
sizes helps to bring the composition 
together. it’s like a hop-scotch. Your 
eyes know to travel around the surface 
of the art because it can connect the 
similar shapes. 

Notice the texture in this painting and the 
use of larger and small similar shapes
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Cadmium red
Magenta
Cadmium yellow
Yellow ochre
Pthalo green

Cerulean blue
ultramarine blue
unbleached titanium
Titanium white

We have kits that can be ordered that use  
Demco Brands paints. Contact us at  
art.supplies@islandblue.com.

Another choice for good kids’ quality acrylic paints 
is Chromochryl.

For more professional acrylic paints: Golden or 
Stevenson’s.

Brushes
We use two types of brushes: 
Flat bristles – 3/4 inch and 1/4 inch 
Round bristles – very small round for details.

IndIa Ink 
We like the Speedball Super Black india ink. it      
has an emollient in it (like a glue) so it is permanent.

Materials
We recommend good quality supplies. it really  
does make a HuGE difference. 

Acrylic paint colours we used for this book’s 
Funky Animal projects:

sharpIe and  
chIna marker  
(grease pencIl)
We don’t use erasers. if you don’t like a  
line, you just re-draw the line. The paint covers 
the lines you don’t want to keep. Extra lines add 
more energy and interest!

soFt pastels 
Prang makes some soft pastels known as pastellos. 
They are harder than your usual soft pastels so don’t 
create as much dust. For a more punchy effect, 
although more expensive, Prismacolor-nu Pastels 
are beautiful. You can usually buy them in a box or 
individually.

oIl pastels 
We like to use oil pastels as a resist to 
the paints. They are also great for solid 
colour coverage in your art.

FIxatIVe
A fixative is just that – it fixes the 
pastel so it doesn’t smudge. it is 
only needed for soft pastel or soft 
drawing materials. SpectraFix is a 
non-toxic eco-friendly fixative that is 
non-yellowing. For a less expensive 
alternative, odorless aerosol hairspray 
can work but may yellow over time. Be 
sure the room is well ventilated before using the 
aerosol sprays.

paper
We suggest Stonehenge paper. it is an archival 
cotton rag paper that is available in most art stores. 
it generally comes in sheets of 22 x 30 inches. 
Fold, crease and rip to get lovely deckle edges 
and 4 smaller sheets. The paper rips very easily on 
the fold. We have found Stonehenge to be a very 
durable paper for multimedia. 
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palette
There are many different types of palettes. 
A piece of plexi glass or glass is the best. 
But you can also wrap a piece of heavy 
tinfoil over a book or board.

other stuFF
You will also need:
1. Bucket for water
2. Rags – a ripped up t-shirt is best
3. Smock
4. Masking tape – 1" width for taping 
 the edges of your paper 
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WALKING OWL
Owls are beautiful large birds that are active at night (nocturnal). Although we  
think of owls swooping down at Hallowe’en and during other mystical times, we 
bring our owl to life in the painting by imagining it walking rather than flying. We’ve all 
seen other birds walk across the road or field, but do owls walk? WHOOOOOOOOO 
knows? They have a very mysterious life! YOu are the artist and it is up to you to 
invent a life for the owl in your painting. 

■ sharpie  
■ soft pastels
■ hair dryer
■ hair spray or 
 fixative
■ China marker
■ black india ink

Paint colours we used: 
■ magenta
■ white
■ cerulean blue
■ yellow 

Did you know that…

1. Owls have 3 eyelids: one for blinking, one for sleeping and  
one for keeping the eye clean and healthy.

2. A group of owls is called a parliament... this refers to wisdom 
and study.

3. Owls are unable to move their eyes very much within their 
sockets so they must turn their entire head to see in different 
directions... about 270 degrees.

4. Owls are very mystical animals and are often used in books 
and movies to portray a wise creature. Part of the owl’s 
mystique is because it can fly silently. Owls are large birds 
and their wings are specially designed so that they do not 
create sound. Sound is created with most birds in flying when 
turbulence (air movement) gushes over their wings. Because 
owls are silent in their flying, it makes them very good at 
hunting. (from animalfact.com)

supplIes 

■ tape
■ paper
■ brushes
■ paint
■ palette
■ rag
■ water bucket
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1 The Basic Body Shape

a. With a sharpie, start by marking your basic 
shapes with a few guiding dots. Three dots at 
the top as if points of a triangle pointing down. 
near the bottom of paper, do 3 more dots like 
the points of a triangle pointing up. OnE DOT 
in the middle on the left. 

b. Join the dots at the top to create a ‘V’ shape 
using slightly curved lines. At the bottom, do 
the same with slightly curvy lines and it will 
create an upside-down ‘V’ shape. 

c. On the right side, connect the top and bottom 
lines with a curved line bending slightly inward. 
On the left side, connect with 2 lines that curve 
slightly outward and meet in the centre dot.

Drawing Your Walking Owl
Tape the edges of the paper. When you are done and take the tape  
off – TAH DAH! – you have a nice clean white border that frames the work.

2 The Beak  
and Forehead

a. The beak – below in the centre where the 
dot is in the first ‘V’ shape, draw a small 
‘V’ which will be the beak. The ‘V’ shape 
is from the angle line family.

b. Above that, draw from the dots of both 
sides at top making two slightly curved 
lines downward that meet in the middle. 

c.  Again from the two points on top, draw 
an outward curving line that joins the 
dots. 

c

b

a
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3 Eyes and Ear Tufts

 a. The eyes – draw two circles on either side of 
the beak toward the outside of the owl shape. 
Then, draw another smaller circle inside each 
of the first circle. You can set the second circle 
a bit higher or off side so that the owl seems to 
be looking in a direction.

b. For the ear tufts, the basic shapes are almost 
like leaves. Because owls often have one 
bigger than the other, we can draw them like 
that if we want. 

  Start by drawing a curved line from the 
outer points of the head. Draw an opposite 
curved line so that it meets at the top of the 
first one. Repeat this smaller on the inside of 
this ‘leaf’ shape. 

4 The Wings

a. Starting at the point of the head below the  
left ear tuft, draw a large curved line almost to 
the bottom of that leg. ‘Jump’ over the left leg 
with your sharpie and continue to give depth 
by making the wing seem behind the leg. 
Create a zig-zag with straight lines (angle line 
family) and finish at the leg. 

b.  For the right wing, draw a curved line from the 
right point of the head below the ear to the 
outer edges of your paper. Then, draw a  
zig-zag line again using straight lines and finish 
it at the side of the right leg.
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5 The Feet

We are going to stylize the feet for the owl in  
this drawing. To stylize means to exaggerate  
or make a design that refers to the actual thing  
you are drawing. This is very common in art-
making. it is also a lot of fun!! Feel free to add your 
own stylized additions to the owl and any drawing!!

Owls have 4 toes. in reality, they have 3 toes facing 
forward and one back. This is quite common in 
many birds. 

a. On each of the tips of the legs start by drawing 4 
small shapes. Each shape is like a leaf, just like 
the ear tufts and are made up of 2 curved lines 
facing each other and joining at a point on either 
end. 

b. For the ‘toe nails’ or talons, draw a little circle at 
the point of each leaf-shaped toe. 

6 Background and Decorated 
Positive and Negative Space

On the owl… (the positive space)
 This part is completely up to you in how you want 
to decorate your owl. We have added stripes and circles 
and the suggestion of eye lashes.

In the back ground… (the negative space)
 To make it seem as though the owl is walking on a 
branch, draw a curvy line from one edge of the paper to 
the other but jump over the feet with your sharpie. This 
will make it seem like the feet are in front and on the 
line. To make the line look like a branch, draw another 
curvy line beside the first one. Add leaves by drawing 
two curved lines facing each other and meeting at points 
at the top and bottom. Draw a curved line through the 
middle of these shapes to show the vein of the leaf. 
 To add interest to the background (remember the 
negative space is just as important as the positive 
space), we decided to draw the suggestion of a full moon 
in the right top behind the owl. Owls are nocturnal (active 
at night) so the moon demonstrates this. 
 To give contrast to all the curved lines, we added 
some straight lines in the negative space. Take the lines 
to the edge of the paper (break the edge!) so that you use 
the entire paper.

c. now you are done drawing the 
basic shape of the owl. it’s time 
to make up a story about your 
owl and draw details to go with 
(illustrate) the story. Does it wear 
glasses? Walk on a branch?
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Painting Your Owl

7 Underpainting

Remember that the underpaint (‘underpants’ as 
we like to call it) is just the first layer to go under 
the rest of your colours. it gives the other colours 
complexity and interest.

a. We used magenta for this project’s underpaint.

b. using your big brush with lots of water on it but 
not too much paint, spread your colour all over 
your paper from edge to edge. Wipe it with a rag 
if there is a bit too much paint. This will allow you 
to see clearly the sharpie line drawing.

c. Dry very well with a hair dryer.

Paint Colours 

■ magenta
■ white

8 Adding White

Remember that white is the colour we look at first. White 
is technically not a colour but a tint. Black is not a colour 
either, but a shade. But for here, we will refer to them 
as colours as they come out of the tube and it simplifies 
explanation. 

a. using a clean, smaller brush (no water on the brush), 
add some white to areas so that it is evenly placed 
in your painting. Remember to do this in the negative 
space and the positive space (clean your brushes in 
the water as you paint, dabbing off any excess on a 
rag to dry). Just because a spot is painted white does 
not mean it has to remain white. Later, you can paint 
over the white, leaving just a bit of an edge of the white 
showing.

c. Dry with a hair dryer.

‘Once in a blue moon you will see an owl 
walking…’ could be the title of this painting.

■ cerulean blue
■ yellow
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9 Mixing Colours

a. For the moon, we mixed blue with a bit of 
white to create a light blue which makes the 
moon seem like it is glowing. 

b. using the magenta that we still had left on our 
palette and a bit of white mixed in, we painted 
the eyes and part of the ear tufts. For the rest 
of the owl, we painted it yellow.
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10 Night-time Background

a. To make it seem like night-time, mix the blue with 
magenta to create a purple and paint all of the 
background except the moon. You can also lighten 
the purple by mixing a bit of white into it. Having 
the magenta and white underneath will make the 
background come alive!

b. Once we had the purple completed, we felt as 
though the yellow parts of the owl needed some 
‘punching up’. So we mixed a bit of white with 
yellow on our palette and re-painted the yellow 
areas. notice how much it now ‘pops’ out! We also 
painted the branch and leaves. 

  if you are wanting to create a green in the 
leaves, mix the blue and yellow together …VOILA!!! 
GREEn. 

11 Re-inking the Lines 

When the paint is dry, use india ink with a very small 
brush and hold it straight up and down for very fine 
lines. Paint ink over the original drawn lines of as 
much of the work as you like. if you have big blobs 
of ink, keep your painting flat. use a paper towel to 
gently blot the blobs so that they don’t run. now is the 
time to be sure to dry very well with the hair dryer.

12 Finishing with Pastel

a. Once your painting is completely and totally dry, 
draw beside most of the black lines using the white 
soft pastel. if you want to use other pastels to add 
more colour, by all means go ahead and have fun!!!

b. Spray with fixative, in a ventilated area, to stabilize 
the pastel and then let dry.

c. Remember to take the tape off so you’ll have a 
clean crisp border. Your painting is done! it is ready 
for signing in the lower right corner above the tape.
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WHIRLY BIRDS 
We’ve all seen birds in the garden fly quickly past our eyes and dance around the flowers. 
They seem to whirl around nature! Their playground is the garden and they make their fun 
flights of play a delight to watch. With this in mind, we designed the Whirly Bird project 

supplIes

■ masking tape
■ paper
■ brushes
■ paint
■ palette
■ rag

with pom-pom flowers as their 
amusement park.

■ water bucket
■ sharpie
■ soft pastels
■ hair dryer

Paint colours we used:
■ titanium white
■ magenta
■ cerulean blue
■ pthalo green
■ cadmium yellow 

medium

Did you know that…

1. Birds have hollow bones which makes 
them lighter for flying.

2. Some birds are intelligent enough to 
create and use tools.

3. Hummingbirds can fly backwards.
4. There are nearly 10,000 different  

species of birds.
5. Scientists believe that birds evolved from 

dinosaurs. (from animalfact.com)




